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Construcción Puerto Rico:
the new directory
of the construction industry
of Puerto Rico

ReImagina Puerto Rico, the Puerto Rico Builders Association and the Associated General
Contractors of Puerto Rico have joined forces to create a digital directory of resources in the
construction industry of Puerto Rico. Our goal is to establish a portal where local companies and
professionals can publicize their capabilities to carry out works related to the reconstruction
of Puerto Rico. In this way, local companies and professionals working in the construction field
in Puerto Rico are provided visibility in order to explore business opportunities, contracting,
subcontracting and/or joint ventures. This digital directory portal incorporates companies and
professionals classified under the following categories:

Design, Engineering
and Planning

Commercial
Contractor

Residential
Contractor

Infrastructure
Contractor

Suppliers

Services (PM, QA/
QC, permitting, etc.)

To develop this directory of active resources, we are asking all those who work in the construction
industry in Puerto Rico to complete the following form, which takes approximately 5 to 10
minutes to complete.

The benefit of appearing in said directory is to be identified
as an available resource to do business in the construction
field in Puerto Rico by identifying capabilities, specialties
and qualifications.

Consequently, this tool will contribute to increase the hiring of local companies and resources
in the reconstruction work of the Island. Please access the following link to complete the form,
and, thus, appear in this important directory of active resources in the construction industry in
Puerto Rico.

Click Here
This directory is part of the initiatives aligned with the 97 recommendations of ReImagina Puerto
Rico, which promote a just and coordinated reconstruction that maximizes benefits for all
Puerto Ricans. In particular, it seeks to promote Action 3 and 4 of the Economic Development
Sector Report: leverage reconstruction investments after Hurricane Maria in order to promote
the recovery of the construction sector; and ensure that reconstruction-related procurements
give priority to local workforce employment.

We request that you complete this form by May 31, 2019. We
expect to launch the digital directory in June of 2019. We will
inform you of the date of launch of the portal in the near
future.
The data in the portal is created by each user/company. ReImagina Puerto Rico and its affiliates
are not responsible for errors or discrepancies in the data, and they do not endorse or guarantee
the work of the company/professionals listed in the directory.
If you have questions and/or comments regarding the form and/or this initiative, please contact
one of the following organizations.
ReImagina Puerto Rico: info@reimaginapuertorico.org
Asociación de Contratistas Generales de Puerto Rico: adm@agcpr.org
Asociación de Constructores de Puerto Rico: constructores@constructorespr.net

